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Watch the video Need a good pair of handy wireless headphones? If you're listening to music on a train, monitoring a radio show in your studio, or kicking back at home, then Bluedio F2 (Faith) can be the perfect couple for you! Buy Bluedio F2 headphones on Amazon USA or Amazon UK. The Type-C audio cable is future proof (the new standard USB for devices) and can be
used to charge and transmit data. It's also a handy rollback in case the headphones ever run out of power wirelessly. It's also more powerful than a micro USB for faster charging. For example, a full charge takes about 1.5 hours. Most headphones like the F2 are made of plastic, but Bluedio Vera has a very sturdy metal frame. It is built to last and withstand a few blows here and
there. The design of the headphones is unique in the way it processes audio. It has a ventilated rear chamber in each cup of the ear, so that the air can be pushed out. This evens out the air pressure. Essentially, it improves bass playback and improves sound quality in an enclosed space. The battery life in wireless mode lasts about 16 hours. It gives you a lot of time if you use
them in your studio or listen to music while traveling. The waiting time is about 650 hours, so if you accidentally leave them on, it doesn't deplete battery life. Another bonus is that you get more battery life due to low energy consumption, so they are better suited for longer playback or longer trips. The best thing about F2 headphones is wireless capability. You can move freely
without worrying about the wires, the haytya on your way. Bluedio Faith uses the latest Bluetooth 4.2 technology to improve signal strength and pairing devices. The Bluetooth signal range can reach up to 33 feet (1005 cm) from the source, so you can stay connected when you move from room to room at home or in the office. Active inclusion of noise-cancelling in the mode of
active noise-cancelling reduces distraction of external factors. For the most part, it does a good job. The audio sounds clearer, especially for spoken words such as talk radio or podcasts. But like most noise-cancelling headphones, it removes a lot of bass. Although the quality of the noise is good, it could be better when listening to music. Page 2 USER MANUAL Bluedio
Headphones Model: Faith 2 Welcome to your new Bluedio headphones We appreciate your choice of Bluedlo headphones. Before using, please read this user guide carefully and save for future links. Check the purchase You can find a verification code, scraping the cover with a security label that is attached to the original packaging. Enter the code on our official website:
www.bluedio.com to check the purchase. Find out more and get support Welcome to visit our official website: www.bluedio.com; Or Us emailed by email protected; Or call us at 020-88062628-835. Important Safety Information Do not use high-volume headphones for a long period of time to prevent hearing damage. Don't use while driving or in any environment that requires your
full attention. Use Bluedio headphones if necessary. Keep headphones, accessories and packaging parts safe for children to prevent accidents and choking hazards. Stop using headphones immediately if you feel unwell when using headphones. Do not expose your headphones to extremely high or low temperatures (ideally 10 to 35 degrees Celsius). The headphones have an
ANC (Active Noise Cancellation) feature; Please use it in safe environments such as public transport and noisy office rather than roads to avoid accidents. Only a qualified professional is removed from the battery in the headphones. Don't try to replace the battery yourself. If your headphones have incompatible problems with your laptop or desktop computer, please use the audio
cable on to connect; Or buy a CSR4.0 and above Bluetooth. The Box Headphones Power Review on: When the headset is off, press and hold the MF button until you hear Power On and you'll have one blue light flashing. Note: The ANC function must be turned off before bluetooth headphones are turned on. Turn off: When the headset is off, press and hold the MF button until
you hear the Power or button. Pairing: When the headset is off, press and hold the MF button until you hear Ready to Pair and you'll have one blue light left on. Answer/Reject phone calls: Receiving an incoming call, click the MF button once to answer; Click again until the end; Tap and hold for 2 seconds to discard. Phone Call Switch: Receive Call 2 in Call 1, Press and Hold the
MF button to hold call 1 and answer call 2; Click and hold again to switch back to call 1; Click once to finish the call. Radial last issue: Click the MF button twice to repaint the last number. When playing music, click the MF button once to pause/play. Bluetooth pairing: Make the headset enter pairing mode (see Pairing instruction), and tum on the phone's Bluetooth feature, select
Bluedio F; You will hear the device connected after a successful pairing. Note: If the pairing is not successful within 2 minutes, please repeat the above steps to the pair again. Are you looking for a good pair of handy wireless headphones? If you're listening to music while on the train, monitoring a radio show in your studio, or kicking back at home, then Bluedio F2 (Faith) can be
the perfect couple for you! Are you looking for a good pair of handy wireless headphones? If you're listening to music while on the train, monitoring a radio show in your studio, or kicking back at home, then Bluedio F2 (Faith) can be the perfect couple for you! Bluedio F2 Headphones Review Buy Bluedio F2 headphones on Amazon USA or Amazon Uk. you get today we are
considering Bluedio F2 Faith wireless headphones. They are an affordable alternative to higher priced bodies like Bose, but at 1/5 of the cost. Out of the box, F2 comes with the following: Two headphones. 3.5mm turn Type-C audio cable. Usb Type-C charging cable. Wearing a case with a buckle. Carry bag drawstring. User guide. The Type-C audio cable is future proof (the new
standard USB for devices) and can be used to charge and transmit data. It's also a handy rollback in case the headphones ever run out of power wirelessly. It's also more powerful than a micro USB for faster charging. For example, a full charge takes about 1.5 hours. The end of the cable is also reversible, so it fits in both directions for a lighter connection. Pack all the cables and
headphones with you wherever you go in a very sturdy carrier case. Comfortable for long periods headphones are really comfortable (I wore them all day without much irritation). The oval foam padding is very soft and well rests above the ear. You can wear them for hours on end without discomfort. The adjustable frame and rotated ear cups are nice additions. This type of design
accommodates everyone, so you can change it to fit perfectly. Simply adjust the length of the headphones and rotate the cups. Battery life Battery Life Battery Life in wireless mode boasts an impressive 16 hours. It gives you a lot of time if you use them in your studio or listen to music while traveling. The waiting time is about 650 hours, so if you accidentally leave them on, it
doesn't deplete battery life. Another bonus is that you get more battery life due to low energy consumption, so they are better suited for longer playback or longer trips. Wireless range One of the best things about these types of headphones is wireless capabilities. You can move freely without worrying about the wires, the haytya on your way. Bluedio Faith uses the latest Bluetooth
4.2 technology to improve signal strength and pairing devices. The Bluetooth signal range can reach up to 33 feet (1005 cm) from the source, so you can stay connected when you move from room to room at home or in the office. Build quality Most headphones like this are made of a lot of plastic, but Bluedio Vera have a very sturdy metal frame. So it's built to last and withstand a
few strokes here and there. The design of the headphones is unique in the way it processes audio. It has a ventilated rear chamber in each cup of the ear, so that the air can be pushed out. This evens out the air pressure. Simply put, it improves bass playback and improves sound quality in an enclosed space. Surprisingly, F2 include a built-in microphone! Nothing special, but can
come in handy as a backup microphone or for making phone calls. Noise cancellation mode Includes active noise-cancelling mode reduces distractions from the outside. By part, it does a very good job. Audio is cleared and sounds clearer, especially for spoken words such as talk radio or podcasts. But like most noise-cancelling headphones, it removes a lot of bass. Although the
quality of the noise is good, it could be better when listening to music. Наушники Bluedio Victory Pro, Pro, for example, much clearer. Whether you love listening to music, travel a lot, or you're monitoring shows for long hours, they're perfect for you. Not to mention price wise they are pretty affordable. Final thoughts In general, it is very well done. They use good quality materials,
so they are durable and convenient. Compared to the alternatives on the market, this is an affordable technique. Definitely pick them up if you need a good quality pair of wireless headphones. What do you think of Bluedio F2 Faith headphones? What headphones are you currently using? Let us know in the comments. If you liked this video, then be sure to join the blog newsletter
below and share with your friends. For more reviews like this, then stick to Radio.co! Radio.co!
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